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The time to compare two numbers shows additive
effects of number notation and of semantic distance,
suggesting that the comparison task can be decomposed into distinct stages of identification and semantic processing. Using event-related fMRI and high-density ERPs, we isolated cerebral areas where activation
was influenced by input notation (verbal or Arabic
notation). The bilateral extrastriate cortices and a left
precentral region were more activated during verbal
than during Arabic stimulation, while the right fusiform gyrus and a set of bilateral inferoparietal and
frontal regions were more activated during Arabic
than during verbal stimulation. We also identified areas that were influenced solely by the semantic content of the stimuli (numerical distance between numbers to be compared) independent of the input
notation. Activation tightly correlated with numerical
distance was observed mainly in a group of parietal
areas distributed bilaterally along the intraparietal
sulci and in the precuneus, as well as in the left middle
temporal gyrus and posterior cingulate. Our results
support the assumption of a central semantic representation of numerical quantity that relies on a common parietal network shared among notations. © 2001
Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
How do we go from seeing a word to accessing its
meaning? Classical models of word processing postulate that words are initially recognized in modalityspecific input lexicons before contacting a common semantic representation (Caramazza, 1996; Morton,
1979). This predicts that areas which are engaged in
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semantic-level processing should activate in direct correlation with the amount of semantic manipulation
required by the task and do so independent of the
modality of presentation of the concept (Chao et al.,
1999; Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Le Clec’H et al.,
2000; Perani et al., 1999; Vandenberghe et al., 1996).
Here, we attempt to identify the cerebral areas engaged in the coding and internal manipulation of an
abstract semantic content, the meaning of number
words. Although numbers can be written in multiple
notations, such as words or digits, the parietal lobes
are thought to comprise a notation-independent representation of their semantic content as quantities. According to the “triple-code model” of number processing
(Dehaene and Cohen, 1995), the left and right ventral
occipitotemporal areas are initially involved in identifying the visual shapes of words and Arabic numerals.
Word identification is thought to be strictly left-lateralized and to rely on the left “visual word form area,” a
region of the left fusiform gyrus which is involved in
the invariant recognition of visual words (Shallice,
1988). The identification of Arabic numerals, by contrast, is predicted to implicate the left fusiform, but
also its right-hemispheric homolog. In the triple-code
model, both of these areas send information about the
identified word or digit to the bilateral parietal lobes,
where numerical quantity is represented and manipulated.
The amount of engagement of the quantity system
can be manipulated parametrically by engaging subjects in a number comparison task. When deciding
which of two numbers is the larger, subjects are systematically slower and make more errors as the distance between the numbers decreases. This “distance
effect” is called “semantic” because performance depends only on numerical proximity, an abstract parameter which is unrelated to the shapes of digits or number words. Subjects appear to quickly convert those
arbitrary visual shapes into an amodal representation
of the corresponding quantity and its numerical proximity to other numbers. Convergence to the same
quantity code, independent of the input notation, is
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supported by the empirical observation that the semantic distance effect has the same size and shape
whether numbers are presented as Arabic digits, written words, or even dot patterns (Buckley and Gillman,
1974; Foltz et al., 1984; Tzeng and Wang, 1983).
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) and event-related potentials (ERPs) to identify
the cerebral correlates of the semantic distance effect.
Brain activity was imaged in a parametric event-related design while subjects decided whether a 2-digit
number was smaller or larger than 65. We relied on the
additive-factors method (Dehaene, 1996; Sternberg,
1969) and varied orthogonally two parameters: numerical distance (close, intermediate, or far from 65) and
notation (Arabic or verbal, i.e., written number words).
This design allowed us to search for areas whose activation level correlated with numerical distance, independent of number notation. The triple-code model predicted that neural correlates of this distance effect
would be observed in the left and right parietal lobes.
We also examined the differences in activation between the two number notations, in order to test the
model’s prediction of a common activation in the left
fusiform gyrus when identifying words and Arabic numerals and of a greater activation of the right fusiform
gyrus when identifying Arabic numerals. Finally, by
timing the onset of those notation and distance effects
using ERPs, we clarified the temporal organization of
those activations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twenty-six healthy volunteers (16 men and 10
women; mean age 25 years) participated in the study (9
participants in the first fMRI protocol, 4 in the additional fast event-related fMRI experiment, and 13 in
the ERP protocol) after giving their written informed
consent. All subjects were right-handed according to
the Edinburg inventory. The research project was approved by the regional ethical committee for biomedical research.
Procedure
In all experiments, subjects had to perform a numerical comparison task. They decided if a visually presented number was larger or smaller than a fixed memorized reference number (65) by pressing a button with
their right or left hand according to instructions. This
replicated an earlier psychological experiment (Dehaene et al., 1990), in which the choice of the reference
65 was shown to lead to a smooth distance effect in
response times. Although it might be thought that
numbers starting with the same decades digit as the
reference are compared in a qualitatively different

manner, owing to the need to focus on the unit digits,
response time measurements disconfirmed this hypothesis by showing no discontinuities at the decade
boundaries surrounding the reference number (Dehaene et al., 1990). Thus, perceptual or phonological
similarity between the numbers appears to play a minor role relative to the influence of the continuous
distance between the compared quantities. Based on
those prior results, a list of 120 target numerals was
constructed. In order to compensate for the nonlinear
shape of the behavioral distance effect, which becomes
progressively steeper as the target numbers get closer
to the reference number, the targets were distributed
in three categories of distances: numbers “close” to 65
(intervals 60 – 64 and 66 – 69), numbers moderately distant from 65 (“medium” distance, intervals 50 –59 and
70 –79), and numbers “far” from 65 (intervals 30 – 49
and 80 –99). Targets were sampled equally often from
each of those three categories.
In different blocks, target numbers could be presented in two notations, Arabic or verbal numerals.
Each trial began by the short presentation (200 ms) of
a white rectangle to draw subjects’ attention, followed
2 s later by a number that was visible for 200 ms.
Because of their small number of characters, Arabic
numbers were presented in a larger font than verbal
ones (Arabic 1.6 ⫻ 1° of visual angle; average of verbal
stimuli, 7.8 ⫻ 0.8°). Following each number, subjects
responded as quickly as possible and their response
was timed to the nearest millisecond. Trials were separated by a 14-s interstimulus interval (ISI) for the
fMRI experiment and by a 3-s ISI for the ERP experiment. They were separated into four blocks, corresponding to all combinations of notation and response
instruction, within which numerical distances were
randomly intermixed. FMRI blocks comprised 30 trials
each, while ERP blocks comprised 128 trials. Before
each run, subjects practiced for a short period of 20
trials (3-s ISI).
FMRI Acquisition and Analysis
FMRI images were acquired following an event-related design. Stimulus onset was synchronized with
the acquisition of the first slice in a series of seven
volumes of 18 slices each (one volume every 2 s). We
used a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence
sensitive to brain oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast (18 contiguous axial slices, 6 mm thickness, TR/
TE ⫽ 2000/40 ms, in-plane resolution 3 ⫻ 4 mm 2, 64 ⫻
64 matrix) on a 3-T whole-body system (Bruker, Germany). High-resolution anatomical images (3D gradient-echo inversion-recovery sequence, TI ⫽ 700 ms,
TR ⫽ 1600 ms, FOV 192 ⫻ 256 mm 2, matrix 128 ⫻
128 ⫻ 256, slice thickness 1.5 mm) were also acquired.
FMRI analyses were performed using statistical parameter mapping software (SPM99). Images were cor-
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rected for subject motion and realigned using sinc interpolation. Anatomical images of each subject were
normalized to Talairach space using the template of
the Montreal Neurological Institute. Functional images were then normalized using the same transformation and smoothed (Gaussian filter width ⫽ 15 mm) for
group analysis. We limited our SPM analysis to the
impact of numerical distance and notation factors. For
each subject, correct trials were averaged together according to the 3 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 7 combinations of these factors
and time. All averaged trials from nine subjects were
then analyzed together using the generalized linear
model of SPM99 to model each trial type by the SPM99
standard hemodynamic function and its derivative.
The data were high-pass filtered using a set of discrete
cosine basis functions (temporal cut-off period of 120 s)
and low-pass filtered using a Gaussian filter (4 s).
Unless otherwise stated, contrasts were examined with
a voxel-wise significance level of 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons across the brain volume. An F test
was used to identify regions showing any activation
difference between the three distance categories. This
F test was masked exclusively by an F test for the
notation ⫻ distance interaction (P ⫽ 0.05) to report
only distance effects that were invariant across notations. We also examined a t test for the main effect of
notation. Finally, we examined the interaction between distance and notation with an F test. All contrasts were masked (P ⫽ 0.05) inclusively by the overall t test for a positive BOLD effect to focus only on
activations relative to the intertrial resting period.
For each observed cluster, we then applied a classical random-effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the
peak activation at the most significant voxel to test
distance ⫻ time, notation ⫻ time, and distance ⫻ notation ⫻ time interactions without any a priori hypothesis on the shape of the hemodynamic response, as
previously described (Pinel et al., 1999) (threshold of
P ⬍ 0.05 corrected with the Greenhouse–Geisser
method). In an additional ANOVA not reported here,
we also verified that all the regions reported here were
unaffected by the side of the motor response (left or
right) nor by the numerical size of the stimuli (larger or
smaller than 65).
ERP Acquisition and Analysis
The electroencephalogram was recorded from a 128electrode geodesic sensor net with a reference on the
vertex and sampled at 125 Hz. Trials with incorrect
responses, voltages exceeding ⫾100 V, transients exceeding ⫾50 V, electro-oculogram activity exceeding
⫾70 V, or response times outside a 250 –1500 ms
interval were rejected. Stimulus-locked ERPs were
computed separately for each combination of notation
and distance by averaging the remaining trials in synchrony with the stimulus onset, while response-locked
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ERPs were obtained by averaging in synchrony with
the key press. ERPs were band-pass filtered (0.5–20
Hz) and corrected for baseline over a 200-ms window
prior to stimulus onset.
The stimulus-locked ERP analysis addressed early
cognitive events. We examined notation effects by contrasting the Arabic and verbal conditions, as well as
the first appearance of a semantic effect as indicated by
a significant influence of distance within each notation.
The response-locked ERP analysis was used to identify
a common stage affected only by distance, by going
backward in time starting 140 ms prior to the key
press, which is the estimated time when response programming occurs (Dehaene, 1996). Experimental conditions were compared sample by sample with nonparametric Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. A difference
was considered significant when it appeared for five
consecutive samples at P ⬍ 0.05 simultaneously on
eight electrodes. We then selected groups of adjacent
electrodes and time windows at which the considered
effect reached the highest level of significance. Electrodes located symmetrically in the opposite hemisphere were also analyzed. The selected electrodes and
time windows were the following: t ⫽ 120–152 ms,
medial occipital area (electrodes 67, 72, 73, 77, 78); t ⫽
168–200 ms, left parietotemporal region (electrodes 57,
58, 64, 65) and right homologous region (electrodes 91,
96, 97, 101); and t ⫽ 352–288 ms prior to the response,
left parietal region (electrodes 58, 59, 64, 65), right
homologous region (electrodes 91, 92, 96, 97), and medial posterior occipital area (electrodes 76, 75, 83, 82).
Voltages averaged over those electrodes and time windows were then entered into an ANOVA to test for
effects of notation, distance, notation ⫻ distance interaction, and interaction of those tests with hemisphere,
with a criterion of P ⬍ 0.05.
Scalp topographies were visualized using 2D maps
constructed by spherical spline interpolation (Perrin et
al., 1989) and realistic 3D maps taking into account the
actual distribution of electrodes on the head. Dipole
models were generated with BESA99 for Windows
(Scherg and Berg, 1990) using a spherical four-shell
approximation of the head. To constrain the models,
dipoles were placed at locations in Talairach space
where the most significant fMRI effects were observed
for notation or distance effect. The program then selected the dipole orientation and strength to match the
scalp topography of the ERP difference at the time
point of interest. The amount of variance thus explained by constrained models approximately reflects
the contribution of brain areas identified with fMRI to
the corresponding ERP topography.
Additional Fast Event-Related FMRI Experiment
Four additional subjects participated in a fast eventrelated fMRI experiment (same as above, except EPI
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any target, were presented twice in random order, with
a 2.4-s intertrial interval. Images were processed as
previously described. Results were analyzed on an individual-by-individual basis. We created with SPM99 a
model with two functions modeling either a constant
activation on each trial or an activation whose intensity was modulated linearly by numerical distance,
plus their time derivatives. A simple t test for the
contribution of the distance-modulated predictor (P ⫽
0.001 uncorrected) was then used to identify cerebral
correlates of the semantic distance effect.
FIG. 1. Averaged response times of all subjects as a function of
numerical distance and number notation. Data are reported in red
for verbal stimuli and in blue for Arabic digits. The monotonic decrease of response time with distance reflects the distance effect for
both notations, while the constant gap between the red and the blue
curves represents a notation effect independent of the numerical
content of the stimuli.

imaging with TR ⫽ 2400 ms, 26 axial slices, 4 mm
thickness, in-plane resolution 3.75 ⫻ 3.75 mm 2). Task
and experimental conditions were the same as in the
group protocol. In each of four blocks, all Arabic numbers in the range 30 –99, plus 10 blank trials without

RESULTS
Behavioral Data
An ANOVA on median correct response times, with
notation and distance as within-subjects factors and
group (fMRI or ERP subjects) as a between-subjects
factor, revealed significant effects of all three factors.
First, verbal numerals were compared 169 ms slower
than Arabic numerals (F(1,20) ⫽ 64.8, P ⬍ 0.0001).
Second, response times decreased monotonically with
numerical distance from 65 (respectively 786, 708, and
654 ms for close, medium, and far categories; F(2,40) ⫽

FIG. 2. fMRI of the distance effect in the group analysis. (a) Localization of brain areas affected by numerical distance (P ⬍ 0.05
corrected). On the left, 3D representation of these regions on a transparent brain (L.H, left hemisphere; R.H, right hemisphere). On the right,
detailed position of each region on an axial and a coronal anatomical slice. (b) For each identified region, plots show percentage activation
for the most significant voxel as a function of numerical distance in the verbal (red) and Arabic (blue) conditions. Length of statistical
significance bars represents 1⁄2公(MSE/n), where MSE is the mean square error associated with the subject ⫻ conditions interaction and n
the number of subjects.
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FIG. 3. Brain area presenting a strictly monotonic decrease of
percentage activation (blue columns) with numerical distance (P ⬍
0.05 corrected) similar to the pattern of reaction times (red curve).
Data are averaged across notations.

78.0, P ⬍ 0.0001). Third, subjects in the fMRI group
were 122 ms slower than subjects in the ERP group
(F(1,20) ⫽ 5.0, P ⫽ 0.037), presumably due to the
slower pace of trials. Crucially, none of the interactions
reached significance, and in particular there was no
interaction of the notation and distance factors
(F(2,40) ⫽ 3.20, P ⬎ 0.05; Fig. 1). The finding of a
similar distance effect in both notations supports a
serial model of the task, with two successive stages of
notation-specific identification and access to quantity,
and it validates our search for distinct cerebral substrates of those stages.
Neural Basis of the Semantic Distance Effect
Numerical distance had a significant effect on fMRI
activations in a parietal circuit comprising a right in-
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traparietal focus, bilateral posterior intraparietal foci,
and a bilateral activation of the precuneus (Fig. 2a;
Table 1). Marginally significant effects of distance were
also found in the left middle temporal gyrus and the
posterior cingulate cortex. Several observations confirmed that number notation was irrelevant to those
areas. First, activation was not affected by a main
effect of number notation, nor did the numerical distance effect interact with notation (Table 1). Second,
the distance effect was found to be significant within
each type of notation. In all areas, whether numbers
were presented in Arabic or in verbal notation, smaller
numerical distances were associated with higher activation levels (Fig. 2b).
The shape of the fMRI responses to close, medium,
and far numbers was somewhat variable, however. We
therefore searched for areas which presented a pattern
of activation directly analogous to the behavioral data,
namely a monotonic variation of activation with numerical distance. When masking the main effect of
distance by four contrasts for close ⬎ medium and
medium ⬎ far in each notation, only the left precuneus
remained (coordinates ⫺8, ⫺68, 44; Fig. 3).
We also searched the whole brain for the presence of
areas showing a distance by notation interaction. The
SPM-based F test for this interaction revealed no cluster at a corrected P ⬍ 0.05 but did at a lower threshold
(uncorrected P ⬍ 0.001). Using the t test (see Materials
and Methods), we identified voxels showing a greater
distance effect for verbal numerals in superior parietal

FIG. 4. Distance effect in the single-subject analysis. Axial and sagittal slices show the main brain areas where activation was correlated
with numerical distance (P ⬍ 0.001, uncorrected). Green circles indicate the three most significant regions (corrected P ⬍ 0.05); for each of
them, graphs show averaged percentage activation (blue columns) and reaction time (red curve) as a function of numerical distance,
categorized into seven levels of numerical distance from 65 [distances 1 (60 – 64 and 66 –70), 2 (55–59 and 71–75), 3 (50 –54 and 76 – 80), 4
(45– 49 and 81– 85), 5 (40 – 44 and 86 –90), 6 (35–39 and 91–95), and 7 (30 –34 and 96 –99)]. Region numbers refer to the table, where Talairach
coordinates of the most significant maxima as well as Z scores and voxel P values are reported.
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TABLE 1
Talairach Coordinates of Foci Showing Significant Notation and Distance Effects in the SPM Analysis
SPM analysis

Region
Verbal ⬎ Arabic notation
Right occipital lobe
Left occipital lobe
Left precentral sulcus
Arabic ⬎ verbal notation
Right fusiform gyrus
Right middle temporal gyrus
Right inferior parietal lobule
Left inferior parietal lobule
Right middle frontal gyrus
Left middle frontal gyrus
Distance effect
Right intraparietal sulcus
Right intraparietal sulcus
Right precuneus
Left precuneus
Left parietal
Left middle temporal gyrus
Posterior cingulate

Coordinates
(x, y, z)
16, ⫺80, 0
⫺24, ⫺88, 4
⫺52, 8, 32
44, ⫺64, ⫺8
60, ⫺16, ⫺8
56, ⫺44, 40
⫺64, ⫺40, 40
24, 40, 40
⫺36, 36, 44
40, ⫺44, 48
36, ⫺64, 48
8, ⫺72, 52
⫺4, ⫺72, 44
⫺40, ⫺68, 48
⫺72, ⫺40, 0
0, ⫺40, 32

T or F
value
T
4.63
4.61
8.56
T
4.67
5.37
10.80
6.97
7.00
8.29
F
18.62
13.94
21.68
17.84
14.60
15.57
16.82

ANOVA analysis

P corrected

P notation
effect

P distance
effect

P interaction

0.022
0.024
⬍0.001

0.005
0.003
0.001

—
—
—

—
—
—

0.019
0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001
⬍0.001

0.048
—
0.018
0.011
0.032
0.008

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
0.054
—
—
—
—

⬍0.001
0.019
⬍0.001
0.001
0.011
0.005
0.002

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.007
0.040
0.004
0.022
0.036
0.055
0.055

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Note. T values and corrected voxel-based P values are shown for each of the statistical tests in the left column. Results of a conventional
analysis of variance with subjects as the random factors appear at right. Only P values below 0.10 are reported.

lobe (coordinates ⫺16, ⫺44, 76 and 8, ⫺48, 72) and
voxels showing a greater distance effect for Arabic
numerals in left posterior parietal cortex (⫺8, ⫺60, 52)
and frontal sites: bilateral superior frontal gyrus (⫺32,
4, 48 and 16, 16, 64), left precentral gyrus (⫺60, 8, 44),
left cingulate (⫺16, 32, 20), left basal ganglia (⫺4, 24,
0), and right medial frontal gyrus (20, 44, ⫺4). Those
effects were small, however, and might have been due
to only a small number of subjects since none of them
survived a classical analysis of variance with subjects
as the random factor (P ⬎ 0.05).
Parallel Shapes of the Distance Effect in Imaging
and Behavior
The main fMRI experiment analyzed the distance
effect using only three discrete distance levels: close,
medium, or far numbers. In four additional subjects,
we examined whether parietal activation varies continuously in parallel to numerical distance at the single-subject level. In this experiment, which used fast
event-related fMRI, the subjects saw 2-digit Arabic
numerals presented at a rate of one number every
2.4 s, thus permitting a fivefold increase in the number
of trials and a homogeneous sampling of the numerical
interval 31–99 (see Materials and Methods). Figure 4
shows the results obtained in one subject. The regions
whose activation was modulated by numerical distance
were located in the left and right intraparietal sulci,
the precuneus, and the left precentral gyrus. In each of

those regions, activation decreased quasi-monotonically as the numerical distance increased, in tight parallel with the subject’s response time curve (Fig. 4). As
previously described (Dehaene et al., 1990; Hinrichs et
al., 1981), response times were a convex-upward function of numerical distance and were better predicted by
a logarithmic regression (r 2 ⫽ 96.5%) than by a linear
regression with distance (r 2 ⫽ 84.8%). Similarly, in six
of the seven foci at which a distance effect was found,
activation was better predicted by the logarithm of
distance than by distance itself (mean r 2 ⫽ 89.0% with
log D versus 81.3% for lin D). Similar observations of a
strong correlation between intraparietal activation
and the behavioral distance effect were also obtained
in two other subjects. Only one of them, however,
showed an additional correlation with the left and
right precentral cortex. A fourth subject failed to show
any strong correlation between brain activation and
numerical distance or indeed any strong activation
relative to the “null event,” whose frequency (oneeighth of trials) might have been slightly too low for
this type of fast event-related paradigm.
Neural Basis of Notation-Specific Effects
The cerebral areas showing more activity for Arabic
than for spelled-out numerals were the right fusiform
gyrus, the right middle temporal gyrus, and a large set
of bilateral frontoparietal regions (Fig. 5; Table 1) distinct from those showing a distance effect (Fig. 6).
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Conversely, greater activity to spelled-out numerals
was observed in bilateral extrastriate occipital areas as
well as the left precentral gyrus (Fig. 5; Table 1). Because of an earlier report of greater activity to letter
strings than to digit strings in the left inferior temporal
region (Polk and Farah, 1998), we searched this region
at a lower threshold (P ⫽ 0.001, uncorrected). This
analysis indeed revealed a small cluster in the left
ventral anterior fusiform region (coordinates ⫺52,
⫺48, ⫺8; t ⫽ 4.38, corrected P ⫽ 0.055). This region
falls anterior to the published coordinates of the visual
word form area (Cohen et al., 2000a), where a strong
activation was also observed (maximum at ⫺52, ⫺60,
⫺4), but where the activation was identically intense
for verbal stimuli (t ⫽ 16.4) and for Arabic stimuli (t ⫽
14.1; t test for difference ⫽ 1.71, n.s.).
In most of those areas, activation was affected only
by notation and showed no effect of semantic distance
nor any distance by notation interaction (Table 1). The
sole exception was the right middle temporal gyrus,
where a trend toward an interaction of notation and
distance was found (P ⫽ 0.054). In this region, which
was approximately symmetrical to the left middle temporal region where a main effect of distance was found,
activation decreased monotonically with numerical
distance, but only for Arabic stimuli (ANOVA restricted to Arabic stimuli, F(12,96) ⫽ 2.43, P ⫽ 0.07),
not for verbal stimuli (ANOVA restricted to verbal
stimuli, F(12,96) ⫽ 1.42, P ⫽ 0.245).
Temporal Decomposition Using Event-Related Potentials
According to the proposed model of number comparison, following a notation-specific stage of stimulus
identification, processing converges toward a common
process of quantity comparison. Identification is slower
for verbal than for Arabic notation, as evidenced by a
main effect of notation on response times. This predicts
that, in all regions affected by the distance effect, the
neural response should be delayed for verbal numerals
relative to Arabic numerals. We tested this by using
the high temporal resolution afforded by event-related
potentials.
The early components of the evoked response were
affected only by number notation. A first effect of notation was identified 120 ms after stimulus onset, with
a peak difference at 136 ms (F(1,12) ⫽ 13.93, P ⫽
0.003). It was characterized by a greater occipital P1
for Arabic digits than for verbal stimuli, reflecting the
physical differences between 2-digit numerals and letter strings. A dipole model indicated that its topography fit well with the greater occipital activation to
verbal numerals observed in fMRI (Fig. 7); two symmetrical occipital dipoles (Talairach coordinates 16,
⫺64, 7 and ⫺16, ⫺64, 7) accounted for 96.2% of variance. At this stage, no semantic effect was observed
(distance F(2,24) ⬍ 1; notation ⫻ distance F(2,24) ⬍ 1).
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About 40 ms later, a second notation effect, peaking
at 184 ms, appeared on lateral occipitotemporal sites
(F(1,12) ⫽ 12.95, P ⫽ 0.004) with a right lateralization
(hemisphere ⫻ notation F(1,12) ⫽ 11.61, P ⫽ 0.005).
This effect coincided with the peak of the N1 negativity, which was smaller and left-lateralized for verbal
stimuli and larger and bilateral for Arabic stimuli (Fig.
7). A model with two symmetrical dipoles characterized
this topography as arising from a greater right ventral
visual activation (48, ⫺56, ⫺8) to Arabic numerals, in
agreement with the fMRI difference observed in this
region. Such a model explained 76.4% of variance.
The first trace of a distance effect was observed on
the same time window. A triple interaction of notation,
distance, and hemisphere (F(2,24) ⫽ 3.52, P ⫽ 0.045)
indicated that distance had a significant influence on
right temporal voltages for numbers in Arabic notation
(F(2,24) ⫽ 22.11, P ⬍ 0.001), but not for verbal numbers (F(2,24) ⬍ 1). This indicates that, as predicted,
there is a time period in which the semantic content of
Arabic numerals is already being processed while verbal numerals are lagging behind. No semantic effect
appeared with verbal numerals until 220 ms (peak at
232 ms, F(2,24) ⫽ 4.99, P ⫽ 0.015), or about 60 ms later
than with Arabic stimuli. This time lag confirms that
at least part of the 169-ms delay for verbal numerals
observed in behavioral performance is due to a slower
access to quantity information in verbal than in Arabic
notation.
To visualize the topography of the distance effect
independent of any influence of notation, we removed
notation-induced identification delays by computing
response-locked ERPs. According to the proposed
model of number comparison, all processing stages following stimulus identification unfold identically in
both Arabic and verbal notation. Hence, by looking
backward in time from the point of the response, one
should find a time window at which there is a common
topography of the distance effect for numbers in Arabic
and in verbal notation. Indeed, a distance effect was
identified starting about 350 ms before the response
(peak difference around ⫺320 ms) (Fig. 8). On bilateral
occipitoparietal sites, voltage varied monotonically
with semantic distance (left and right parietotemporal
F2,24) ⫽ 3.57, P ⫽ 0.047; occipital F(2,24) ⫽ 4.26, P ⫽
0.029), and this effect did not interact with notation
(parietotemporal F(2,24) ⬍ 1; occipital F(2,24) ⫽ 2.50,
P ⫽ 0.107). Of the variance, 67.9% could be explained
by two dipoles placed at bilateral parietal locations
corresponding to the most important intraparietal activation of the fMRI distance effect (⫾40, ⫺44, 48). The
fit was slightly improved adding two bilateral dipoles
at locations analogous to the precuneus sites (⫾8, ⫺72,
52) observed in fMRI (74.1% of variance accounted for).
Dipole localizations directly proposed by BESA suggested, however, the existence of frontal sources. Indeed, a better fit was obtained adding a left precentral
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FIG. 5. Notation effects in the group analysis. Top row: Localization of brain areas with a significant notation effect (P ⬍ 0.05 corrected); on
the left, regions with stronger activation for Arabic than for verbal numerals are plotted on axial slices (P ⫽ 0.001 for the right ventral slice for a
better visualization); on the right, regions with stronger activation for verbal than for Arabic numerals are shown. In the middle, 3D representations of these regions (in blue for Arabic and in red for verbal) on a transparent brain. Because of the stringent statistical test (P ⬍ 0.05 corrected),
some ventral areas are reduced to a few voxels and are surrounded by a circle for a better visualization. Bottom row: Percentage activation of the
most significant activated voxels in response to Arabic (blue columns) and to verbal (red columns) stimuli. Length of statistical significance bars
represents 1⁄2公(MSE/n), where MSE is the mean square error associated with the subject ⫻ conditions interaction and n the number of subjects.
FIG. 6. Respective locations of the distance effect and the notation effect in the right parietal lobe. Left: Voxels identified with the F test
on numerical distance (P ⬍ 0.05, corrected). Right: Voxels identified with the Arabic ⬎ verbal contrast (P ⬍ 0.05, corrected). Dotted lines serve
as a reference. Regions showing a distance effect occupy a superior and internal location in the depth of the intraparietal sulcus, while regions
involved in Arabic encoding involve the inferior and lateral sectors of the angular and supramarginal gyri.

source to the two parietal dipole model (89.2% of variance accounted for) on a site analogous to the one
obtained in our single-subject fMRI experiment (⫺40,

4, 28) and close to those reported in other types of
quantity manipulation (Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu
et al., 2000; Zago et al., 2001).
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FIG. 7. ERP analysis of notation and distance effects. (a) First occipital notation effect on the P1, 144 ms after stimulus onset. Top row:
Time curves of stimulus-locked ERP from occipital electrodes 72 and 77 plotted for verbal (red) and Arabic (blue) notations. Middle row:
Topography of the difference between ERPs to Arabic and verbal stimuli, as seen in a 2D polar plot (at center) and a 3D plot. Bottom row:
Possible anatomical correlates of this notation effect: occipital clusters showing greater activation to verbal than to Arabic stimuli in fMRI
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DISCUSSION
ERPs, fMRI, and the Additive-Factors Method
The present study relied on Sternberg’s additivefactors method (Sternberg, 1969), which assumes that
when two factors— here notation and distance— have
additive effects on mean reaction time, they are likely
to arise from processing stages that are separable and
serially organized. Combining ERPs and fMRI with an
additive-factors design provides a stringent test of a
serial decomposition of the number comparison task in
distinct stages of processing. FMRI can test the hypothesis of distinct stages by examining whether nonoverlapping sets of areas are affected by each factor. In
the present case, no overlap was found between the
areas influenced by notation and by distance, and only
a single area showed a slight interaction of both factors. ERPs complemented fMRI, which is notoriously
insensitive to fast serial processing, by showing that
distinct temporal windows are affected by each factor.
Finally, by testing the replicability of a semantic effect
in different conditions— here the Arabic and verbal
notations—the additive-factors method provided direct
evidence for the existence of abstract semantic networks in the human brain that lie at the convergence of
multiple notation-specific input systems (Chao et al.,
1999; Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Le Clec’H et al.,
2000; Perani et al., 1999; Vandenberghe et al., 1996).
Semantic Number Representation
The semantic parameter of numerical distance was
found to affect activation mostly in the bilateral parietal lobes, in the banks of the intraparietal sulcus, and
in the precuneus, with small additional effects in the
posterior cingulate cortex and left middle temporal
region. Previous studies of number comparison and
calculation processes have all found intense bilateral
activation of the intraparietal sulcus relative to nonnumerical tasks (Chochon et al., 1999; Dehaene et al.,
1999; Menon et al., 2000; Pesenti et al., 2000; Pinel et
al., 1999; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000; Zago et al.,
2001). The main contribution of the present work is to
show that this parietal activation relates to a specific
stage of the number comparison task. The amount of
parietal activation is determined by a semantic param-

eter, numerical distance, and this relation is invariant
with the notation used to convey the numbers. This fits
with the theoretical prediction that parietal cortices
encode and manipulate numbers in a notation-independent quantity format (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995).
Event-related potentials revealed that the distance effect starts about 200 ms following stimulus onset, with
a differential delay depending on number notation and
an eventual convergence to a common topography
about 320 ms before the subject’s response. Those values agree with previous ERP studies of single-digit
number comparison in adults (Dehaene, 1996) and
young children (Temple and Posner, 1998). They suggest that stimulus identification and conversion to the
quantity format are nearing completion by about 200
ms.
As numerical distance decreases, response times and
error rates increase, indicating that the task becomes
more difficult. We doubt, however, that a general concept of task difficulty suffices to explain our results.
Comparing verbal numerals was also slower and more
error-prone than comparing Arabic numerals, and this
effect was comparable in size to the semantic distance
effect. Yet only distance, not notation, affected parietal
activity. This evidence taken together with the results
of a study of number approximation in which task
difficulty was strictly controlled (Stanescu-Cosson et
al., 2000) suggests that parietal activity during tasks of
semantic processing of numerical distance is not
merely an artifact of the time and effort required by the
task. The results are also unlikely to be contaminated
by artifacts of eye, hand, or attentional movement because in all conditions subjects fixated on an identical
200-ms stimulus and made identical manual responses. Rather, the parietal lobe appears to make an
important contribution to semantic numerical manipulations per se.
The issue of whether this contribution is or is not
specific to the number domain remains open. The extent of the observed parietal areas suggests that most
of them probably play a wider role in the mental manipulation of visuospatial information, of which comparison on the mental “number line” is merely a special
case. Indeed, the precuneus and the dorsal intraparietal sulcus are active during many nonnumerical

and dipole model accounting for the ERP topography with two symmetrical occipital dipoles. (b) Same logic for the second notation effect
appearing on the right temporal N1, 184 ms after stimulus onset plotted from left and right occipitotemporal electrodes 64 and 96. FMRI
showed a right fusiform cluster with greater activation to Arabic than to verbal stimuli. The topography was well described by two
symmetrical ventral dipoles, with stronger activation in the right hemisphere.
FIG. 8. Main ERP effect of distance, seen at 320 ms before the motor response on response-locked ERP. On the left, 2D and 3D views show
the topography of the difference between close numbers and far numbers. This topography is consistent with the parietal location of the fMRI
clusters showing a distance effect and is well accounted for by two symmetrical parietal dipoles (lower left). On the right, for three electrode
sites, graphs show voltage averaged in a time window surrounding the maximum effect, separately for verbal (red) and Arabic (blue)
notations. At all sites, voltage decreases quasi-monotonically with numerical distance. Length of statistical significance bars represents
1⁄2公(MSE/n), where MSE is the mean square error associated with the subject ⫻ conditions interaction and n the number of subjects.
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visuospatial tasks, including eye movement (Kawashima et al., 1996), displacement of visual attention
(Corbetta et al., 1998, 2000), spatial working memory
(Diwadkar et al., 2000; Postle et al., 2000; Thomas et
al., 1999), mental imagery (Mellet et al., 1996), mental
rotation of three-dimensional objects or body parts
(Carpenter et al., 1999; Kosslyn et al., 1998; Richter et
al., 2000), and mental navigation on an internal map
(Ghaem et al., 1997). The mental rotation task, in
particular, bears some similarity with the present
number comparison task in that both are thought to
require internal manipulations of a nonsymbolic analogical representation on a continuum. Performance in
mental rotation is determined by the angular distance
between the two compared figures (Shepard and Metzler, 1971). Imaging studies comparable to ours have
revealed a tight correlation between angular distance,
behavioral performance, and the amount of activation
of the superior parietal lobe (Richter et al., 2000; Harris et al., 2000; Tagaris et al., 1996).
Several of these visuospatial protocols have also reported a coactivation of the precuneus and the posterior cingulate, as observed in our study (Aguirre et al.,
1996; Gron et al., 2000). Although the function of the
posterior part of the cingulate cortex remains unclear,
this brain area is anatomically connected to the medial
part of the superior parietal lobe (Vogt and Pandya,
1987). Thus, the distance effect reported here in the
posterior cingulate might reflect the involvement of a
cinguloprecuneus circuit in magnitude comparison and
more generally in visuospatial transformations.
Altogether, it seems likely that the ability to decide
the location of a number relative to a fixed reference
relies upon parietal circuitry whose wider functional
role is the representation and manipulation of spatial
information. This conclusion is consistent with psychological evidence for an automatic activation of spatial
coordinates whenever numbers are processed (Dehaene et al., 1993), suggesting a mental representation
of numbers in the form of a spatially extended “number
line” (Dehaene, 1992; Gallistel and Gelman, 1992;
Restle, 1970). Still, our study leaves open the possibility that a subset of parietal areas is specific to the
numerical domain. The fact that parietal lesions can
cause relatively selective impairments of number
knowledge and calculation (Cipolotti et al., 1991) suggests some degree of domain specificity in parietal organization. Indeed, we note that, in the single-subject
analysis derived from the fast event-related fMRI protocol (Fig. 4), the number-related activations fell in the
inferolateral flank of the intraparietal sulcus, whereas
spatial and attentional manipulations tend to produce
more dorsal activations in the superior parietal lobe.
In order to resolve this issue, it would be useful to
replicate the present findings in a single-subject study,
comparing the activated areas during number processing
and during other nonnumerical spatial or attentional
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tasks. It would be particularly interesting to compare the
neural correlates of the numerical distance effect with
the nonsemantic distance effects that are also observed
when judging, e.g., the relative locations, sizes, or luminances of two objects. Based on the above discussion, we
tentatively predict that the posterior cingulate and precuneus would be systematically activated by various semantic and nonsemantic comparison tasks, while the
lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus might perhaps be
more specifically associated with number processing.
The implication of the left precentral gyrus in quantity manipulation remains unclear; while we failed to
find any semantic influence on this area in our fMRI
group analysis, a precentral distance effect was found
in two subjects in the fast event-related fMRI paradigm, and such a location was also suggested by dipole
modeling of the ERP distance effect. Moreover, previous studies using Arabic numerals also reported implication of the left precentral gyrus in various numerical
tasks (Chochon et al., 1999; Pinel et al., 1999; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000; Pesenti et al., 2000; Zago et
al., 2001). However, we found that an additional area
of the precentral gyrus showed a notation effect with
greater activation for verbal than for Arabic notation
(Table 1) at coordinates consistent with previous studies of word reading (Fiez et al., 1999; Fiez and Petersen, 1998). Further research should clarify whether
the contribution of this area to number processing is
verbal or semantic.
Number Identification Processes
Contrasting Arabic and verbal trials allowed us to
examine the cerebral bases of the number identification systems that precede semantic access. The smaller
P1 and greater extrastriate activity to verbal numerals
than to Arabic numerals probably relate to superficial
differences such as the greater size, complexity, and
retinal eccentricity of the verbal numerals. More interesting is the finding of a greater right-lateralized N1
and greater right fusiform activation to Arabic numerals, replicating an earlier brief report (Pinel et al.,
1999). Neuropsychological observations indicate that
patients with lesions of the left visual system, and who
are unable to read or compare verbal numerals, may
show a perfect performance in comparing single- and
two-digit Arabic numerals (Cohen and Dehaene, 1995,
2000b), suggesting that they have at their disposal a
second route for identifying Arabic numerals. Because
patients with a callosal disconnection can compare Arabic numerals presented in the left hemifield (Cohen
and Dehaene, 1996; Seymour et al., 1994), this second
route has been postulated to involve the right-hemispheric visual system (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995). The
present results now provide direct evidence that the
right fusiform gyrus is indeed implicated in the identification of Arabic numerals.
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A large-scale bilateral inferior parietal and frontal
network also showed greater activation to Arabic than
to verbal numerals. Those areas might relate to the
different lexical and syntactic systems involved. Arabic
notation is a positional system in which the same digital symbols take on a different meaning and can be
expressed with different words depending on their location in the string (e.g., compare the digit 2 in 32, 12,
and 20). The finding of specific impairments of Arabic
number comprehension and transcoding (Cipolotti et
al., 1995; Deloche and Seron, 1982, 1987; Noel and
Seron, 1993) provides evidence for the existence of
dedicated Arabic decoding mechanisms. Conversely,
verbal numerals are amenable to a grapheme-to-phoneme reading route which is not available for Arabic
numerals. An automatic activation of reading processes may explain our finding of greater activation of
the left precentral sulcus by verbal than by Arabic
numerals, at coordinates close to those found during
other studies of word reading (Fiez et al., 1999; Fiez
and Petersen, 1998). Indeed, the coordinates of this
activation coincide with the site of the lesion in a patient with severe alexia and agraphia for written verbal material, but who could still read and write Arabic
numerals perfectly (Anderson et al., 1990).
How is digit or word identity information transmitted from the areas involved in stimulus identification to the parietal quantity system? According to
one model, “convergence zones” in the temporal lobes
tie together conceptual and word-form information
(Damasio, 1989; Damasio et al., 1996). In our experiment, a right middle temporal area was more active
for Arabic than for verbal notation and showed a
trend toward a distance ⫻ notation interaction, with
a distance effect only in Arabic notation. The joint
influence of both notation and semantic parameters
on this region is consistent with its playing a role in
the mediation between symbols and meanings. Specifically, this area might be involved in linking the
right fusiform gyrus, which is involved in identifying
Arabic numerals, with the parietal regions involved
in notation-independent quantity coding. The contralateral left middle temporal region was also activated and showed a similar distance effect in both
Arabic and verbal notation, consistent with a connection to the left fusiform region which is involved in
identifying both notations (Dehaene, 1996). Interestingly, Vandenberghe et al. (1996) showed that left
temporal cortex showed an interaction of notation
and semantic content when words were contrasted
with pictures. It was activated more during semantic
processing than during a nonsemantic control task,
only when the concepts were presented verbally, not
when they were presented as pictures. Such interactions are consistent with a role of temporal cortex in
the mediation between symbols and meanings.

CONCLUSION
Using a factorial design, we isolated a network of
coactivated bilateral parietal areas implicated in the
semantic stage of the number comparison task. Similar
activation patterns were observed for both Arabic and
verbal notations in all these areas, independent of notation-induced changes in global task difficulty, thus
reinforcing the assumption of a common format for
quantity manipulation. Such parametric modulation
supplements previous research on the modulation of
parietal lobe activity by visuospatial factors and emphasizes the level of abstraction of the representations
supported by this region. Fast event-related fMRI gave
us the opportunity to detect those parietal foci in a
single-subject analysis and to illustrate, at a finer
scale, the strong correlation between parietal activity
and behavioral performance.
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